
At Home Garden Lesson: Scavenger Hunt 

Student Printable 

Directions:

Go on a scavenger hunt in your BACKYARD and KITCHEN. Fill in something you found 
that could fit into each answer below. Share your findings with someone in your house when 
you are done. (Note:  You do not have to collect all the answers; you can walk someone to the 
places where you found them. In this case, walking, touching, and feeling is encouraged).

Depending on what you have at home you can do this 1 of 3 ways.

A. Use a phone to take a picture of every answer to the below,

B. Draw a picture to the answer of each question, or

C. Write in the answer to each question.

1. A BRASSICA plant:

2. A POLLINATOR:

3. A WHOLE GRAIN or FOOD WITH GRAINS:

4. An HERB:

5. A DECOMPOSER:
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6. Can you name all 6 PARTS of a PLANT (see list below)? Find an example of each PART. 

• SEED:

• ROOTS:

• STEM:

• LEAVES:

• FLOWER:

• FRUIT:

(Optional) Now it’s your turn! Can you design a Scavenger Hunt for a friend or family member? It can be garden-
related or to hunt down items around your home or yard. Be creative and have fun!
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At Home Garden: Spelling 

Student Printable 

In the school garden, we often have tactile experiences, so we hear (and taste ) a lot of our 
lessons. However, now that we are working at home, it is an excellent time to practice writing 
what we know.  To start, let’s learn the spelling of these three garden fruits and vegetables that 
often confuse many adults. We know that you know what they are, but can you spell them?

A. Try to spell…

B. The plural form of these two nouns can be tricky.                           
Now try to spell…

Ask a teacher or parent to check your work.  On the back of this sheet, practice writing over 
and over any of the words you had difficulty spelling. 

1.

2. 

3. 

1.

2. 
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At Home Garden Lesson:                     
Scavenger Hunt and Spelling Page 

Parents & Teachers: Teaching notes and answer key 

Based on what the students did in their RE Winter Garden Lessons, they should be able to 
recognize most of the words in the scavenger hunt printable. If you want, you can do a timed 
contest between siblings or two teams in a family. Have fun!

Scavenger Hunt - Answer Key and Teaching Notes:

Remember almost everything can be found OUTSIDE or in the KITCHEN.

1.  A BRASSICA plant: Possibilities include - Broccoli, Cabbage, Cauliflower, Rutabaga, Turnip, 
etcetera.  These may not be growing in your yard, but one might be found in your fridge or 
freezer (example: frozen broccoli, cauliflower crust pizza, or sauerkraut). 

2.  A POLLINATOR: Bees, Hummingbirds, Ants, Butterflies

3.  A WHOLE GRAIN or FOOD WITH GRAINS: Possibilities include Bread, Brown Rice, 
Oats, Oatmeal, Bulgar, Pasta, or Quinoa.

4.  An HERB: Possibilities include Basil, Mint, Lavender, Rosemary, and any Herbal Teas you may 
have in your kitchen. Check your spice rack.

5. A DECOMPOSER: Possibilities include a Worm, Roly Poly, Mushroom, Mold, etcetera.

6. Can you name all 6 PARTS of a PLANT. Find an example of each PART:

• SEED: Possibilities include avocado, sunflower seeds, nuts in the house, lemons, oranges, 
peanut butter, etcetera.

• ROOTS: Maybe some trees nearby have roots showing or root vegetables include Potato, 
Ginger, Turnip, Radish. Onions, Garlic, etcetera.

• STEM: Any stem or branch will work, edible or not.

• LEAVES: Can be on a tree, bush, or attached to a fruit or vegetable.

• FLOWER:  This can even be a picture and so many flowers are currently in bloom.

• FRUIT:  Any fruit will do!

*Side Note:  After finishing the Scavenger Hunt, one of the kids designed their own Scavenger 
Hunt for the family.  This activity may be another fun exercise to incorporate into your day!
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At Home Garden - Spelling - Answer Key and Teaching Notes:

In the garden, we often have tactile experiences, so we hear (and taste ) a lot of our lessons. 
However, now that we are working at home, it is an excellent time to practice writing what we 
know.  

To start, let’s learn the spelling of these three garden fruits and vegetables that often confuse 
many adults.  We know that you know what they are, but can you spell them?

Chart A

1. Broccoli

2. Tomato

3. Potato

Chart B

1. Tomatoes (Plural of “tomato.” Point out that “tomato” does not contain the letter “e” - but 
the plural “tomatoes” does.)

2. Potato (Plural of “potato.” Point out that “potato” does not contain the letter “e” - but the 
plural “potatoes” does.)

Notes (Additional Information):                                                                                              
~ Source: https://grammarist.com/plurals/potato-and-potatoes-tomato-and-tomatoes

In general, nouns that end in -o form plurals by simply adding -s, such as volcanos, tacos, zoos. 

Potato and tomato belong to a set of nouns that end with the letter -o that form plurals by 
adding -es. Other plurals formed by adding -es to words ending with -o are echoes, torpedoes 
and vetoes.

Examples:

Potatoes are the vegetable that take breakfast, lunch, dinner and snacks to the next level of yum. 
(The Las Vegas Review-Journal)

Since any cream, milk or broth should be warmed first (more on this later) before adding it to 
the potatoes, add the garlic to any of these as they warm. (The Times Record)

However replacing three servings of potatoes a week with whole grains – such as rice, quinoa, 
wheat and corn – could lower the risk of type 2 diabetes by 12 per cent, researchers concluded. 
(The Daily Mail)

Tomato juice in the United States is often made from tomato paste, but Canadian regulations 
require fresh tomatoes. (The New York Times)
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